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Brive, new generation, by Aurélie Godet
But it was again from among the documentaries that the surprise came, with Lupino by
François Farellacci, a funny and cruel power pack of a flm, the Youth Jury’s pick. It has
an explosive terminology suited to the brimming nervosity, frustration, or the more
explicit rage expressed by the young people of the “diffcult” neighbourhood of the
suburb of Bastia that gives the flm its title. We soon understand that they do all they
can to stay outside, because what awaits them “inside” is Patrick Sébastien and his
mind-numbing songs. The flm is constructed like an expedition, introducing the
spectator to this little world and clinging to the sneakers of the three boys as they
criss-cross the byways of the complex, which is no mean feat. The playful atmosphere
does not fail to simultaneously reveal ongoing power relations, as the little males seek
to prove their domination over this harsh environment but also over their peers. A
friendly embrace thus deceptively resembles a stranglehold, the handicapped boy is
the
object
of
incessant
m o c k e r y,
and the girls, as sexual prey, keep a low profle. Weakness is not tolerated and yet it is
from the moments of vulnerability, unwittingly provided, that we emerge stunned, since
they pack much more of a punch than a soundtrack with variations on the semantics
of alienation and missed opportunities. So we are taken by surprise, like this boy who,
after exposing himself to us, dancing and living intensely each word of Jean-Jacques
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Goldman’s “Envole-moi”, fnds himself as though naked in front of the camera, which
can do nothing but tactfully turn away.
NEXT, LIBERATION, 20 APRIL 2015
Brive 2015: medium-length, big kicks, by Clémentine Gallot
This edition was memorable for workplace re-enchantment by Coco Tassel (Hors
Cadre, Une Trilogie), the incantatory Notre Dame des Hormones by the shaman Bertrand
Mandico and, above all, Lupino, a summer spent among a group of pimply youths in a
working-class housing complex in Bastia. François Farellacci’s beautiful essay invests
a territory already broadly defned by Thierry de Peretti’s Apaches.

LES INROCKS, APRIL 2015
Brive in Brief, by Théo Ribeton
With this 12th edition, the Brive Medium-Length Film Festival continued to all the
better affrm its status as the thinking cap fostering the brightest hopes in budding
European cinema for the past decade. [...] It was well and truly the documentaries that
got the festival humming, with irregular, edgy propositions tending towards
abstraction, like the Corsican patchwork Lupino by François Farellacci, the Homeric
gamblers of Nocturnes by Matthieu Bareye, and the bloodstained journal of Souvenirs
de la Géhenne by Thomas Jenkoe.
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CRITIKAT, 11 MAY 2015
The 12th European Medium-Length Film Meetings – A great leap into the void
by Morgan Pokée and Raphaëlle Pireyre

The screening of Lupino was an important moment of this Brive Festival: the whole 49minute running time of François Farellacci’s flm was truly cinematic. The directorial
choices literally adopt their subject here: Lupino grasps – in the sense of taking hold of
– the teenagers abandoned on the shores of the society that the flm haphazardly
follows in the Bastia neighbourhood of the same name. The mid-length flm begins in
this way, foot to the foor, on VHS images of kids with blurred outlines, accompanied
by a particularly powerful metal song by Gojira: its programmatic title “Wild Child”
announces the mixture of tenderness and bitterness that guides the story, given the
extent to which its protagonists are just as likely to insult each other as they are to
hug. But the really striking thing is the incandescent vitality of these young outcasts,
who Farellacci met during the shooting of his previous flm, L’Île des Morts. There, they
were in charge of the Saint John’s Day fre that degenerated into a huge pyre. These
images were reproduced in Lupino, suitably identifying the flmmaker’s problem in the
face of this uncompromising reality: how to give presence to his characters when all
they ever do is attempt to escape this territory circumscribed by tunnels, hills, a fourlane highway and a railway line? Farellacci thus flms them in their endless wanderings
along roads, on foot, or in cars, in a form that could be described as elegiac if the
context was not so heavy with aridity. Since while Corsica sometimes becomes a kind
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of city of lost children for Gus Van Sant and Harmony Korine, it also presents itself as a
slightly deformed refection of the paths recently explored by Jean-Charles Hue or
Virgil Vernier. Lupino belongs there, at the crossroads of an American onirism and a
mythological search among the marginal territories of the forgotten communities of
France.

CHRONICART, 5 MAY 2015
Brive 2015: A world ignites, by Julien Bécourt
The indispensable antechamber of young auteur cinema, the European MediumLength Film Meetings in Brive has hosted a horde of young flmmakers who have since
gone on to make features [...] and everyone (spectators, critics, producers) races there
in search of a potential revelation. With Elsa Charbit now at the helm, this year, more
than ever, the festival swept away all hierarchies of genre and traced a median line
between documentary, fction and experimentation.
Putting up with the harshest of realities without falling into condescending
anthropology or guilt-ridden moralism is perhaps one of the most arduous tasks of
documentaries. Lupino, by François Farellacci and Laura Lamanda, accomplishes this
with extraordinary sensitivity, somewhere between Gummo and Pasolini’s Ragazzi Di
Vita in a 2015 version. If its kinship with Thierry Peretti’s recent fction (Apaches) is
striking, it is above all because their respective directors know what they’re talking
about, having both grown up on this two-tiered “isle of beauty”. Far from the fabulous
landscapes, the flm focuses on the everyday lives of a handful of bored kids in the
working-class housing estates of a suburb of Bastia (known as Lupino), a peri-urban
area stuck between an interstate and the hills. A daily life punctuated by colourful
chitchat, backfring quad bikes, football matches, joint-rolling sessions and cell phone
jingles. The sea – eternally absent – can barely be made out in the distance. We only
catch a glimpse of it during a feeting shot that only reinforces its distance.
Commiseration is also held at bay: we see nothing of the boys’ relatives, only a few
wide shots of the high-rise complex, its deserted streets and terraces littered with
waste. Then there is the backdrop of the pagan fres of St John’s Day, the images of
which evoke scenes of popular celebrations as much as they do the riots of
Independence Square. A great tenderness also emanates from these portraits,
brimming with energy and life. It is the only thing capable of snuffng out the violence
ft to burst.
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TROIS COULEURS, MAY 2015

Brive, by Timé Zoppé
Films characterised by their freedom also graced the documentary genre. The
incandescent Lupino by François Farellacci and Laura Lamanda paints the portrait of a
group of bored teens in a suburb of Bastia, through its powerful sequences (including
an introduction combining archives with a metal song by the band Gojira, and a
dazzling still shots akin to those of Chris Marker’s La Jetée).
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TRANSFUGE, 27 APRIL 2015
Brive Film Festival, by Louis Séguin
An immersive dive among a group of young Corsicans: this is Lupino, which takes its
name from a high-rise housing complex not far from Bastia. The protocol of director
François Farellacci contributes to a trend in contemporary documentary, partly relating
to digital possibilities: sequence shots are more frequent (since recording time is not
limited) and the construction of scenes and characters can be developed within these
shots. Lupino presents a side of Corsica not often shown by the media: that of its
“banlieue youth” (to use the traditional term). Their language borrows from suburban
slang prosody, combined with the Corsican accent and expressions. The energy
emanating from this language is both contained and amplifed by the staging, which
excels particularly in the many nocturnal scenes, such as the party on the beach.
There, the young people sing Goldman’s “Envole-moi” in a blue and unreal light.

ACCREDS, 27 APRIL 2015,
Brive 2015: the best of the competition, by Laura Tuillier
Winner of the Ciné + Special Prize and Youth Jury Award, Lupino by François Farellacci
adopts a very dense documentary form to flm the idle everyday lives of a group of
young Corsicans from the outskirts of Bastia. Consistently lingering from start to fnish
(in terms of both the shots and the stories told), in its best moments, Lupino derives
true evocative power from small things: a face that leaves the action off-screen, a
solitary dance, or one teen embracing another to strangle him while murmuring
secrets.
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VISIONS DU REEL 2015, CATALOG, by Paolo Moretti
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INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR
Why did you choose to flm the young protagonists of the flm?
I met the protagonists of the flm during the shooting of my previous documentary, L’Île
des Morts. They were in charge of the Saint John’s Day fre in the Lupino
neighbourhood. I flmed them as they were setting fre to a mound of old furniture and
pallets that became a huge pyre.
Their vitality struck me immediately. They seemed to me to be profoundly fragile and
very wild, almost violent. I found this paradoxical character moving. I had the feeling
that behind this contradiction lay important issues to uncover.
The flm is a documentary. How did you approach the writing phase?
The flm was shot in several sessions, for a total of seven weeks. I spent whole days
with these young people, often without flming, sharing their moments of exaltation as
well as the very long hours of boredom. Quite quickly, I became a silent and constant
presence for them.
Between each flming period, after watching the rushes with Laura Lamanda, the coauthor of the flm, we set up re-writing sessions, which were invaluable for adjusting
our perspective and adapting to the results we were getting from reality. It was only by
watching the frst rushes that we realised the extent of the radical bitterness of the
context in which they live.
Beyond their vitality, beyond our fascination for them, and also beyond the
documentary that we had imagined, there was the reality – their reality – a reality with
no concessions. This adjustment of our perception led to narrative and formal choices
that we were not able to anticipate.
The flm takes the name of a neighbourhood, what role does it play in the story?
Lupino is the place where the flm’s protagonists grew up, evolve and build their lives.
It is a big working-class and urban neighbourhood in the suburbs of Bastia,
surrounded by a series of barriers: hills, a tunnel, a four-lane highway and a railroad.
These limits make Lupino a shut-off place, physically isolated from the downtown area.
In Lupino there are no roads, alleyways or squares: there are trunk roads. Public
transport there is virtually non-existent. So the young people of Lupino, who most
often get around on foot, are forced to wander interminably every day. Their long walks
to go to play football, meet a friend or fnd a place to hang out almost become epic
journeys.
Their wandering and isolation constitutes and constructs the narrative, visually
transcribing the diffculty these young people have in fnding their place, escaping the
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social determination that their neighbourhood constrains them to.
I flmed them at an uncertain age, when it is not yet entirely clear whether or not they’ll
be forced to submit to a violent environment, to lock themselves away in Lupino, or if
they’ll react and give shape to their vitality. For now, they are prisoners on the held
back part of the island, the invisible and wounded Corsica that no one names, that no
one looks at. It disgusts me, it makes me feel extremely angry, and the flm is based on
this anger.
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